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Evosystem services: an evolutionary perspective on the links
between biodiversity and human well-being
Daniel P Faith1, Susana Magallón2, Andrew P Hendry3, Elena Conti4,
Tetsukazu Yahara5 and Michael J Donoghue6
A framework for exploring regional-scale trade-offs among

ecosystem services and biodiversity protection has been

established for some time, and it is clear that optimizing these

trade-offs provides a strategy to address targets for a reduced

rate of biodiversity loss. Recent trade-off studies have

highlighted the need for better biodiversity measures, to

complement measures of ecosystem services. Biodiversity

typically has been linked in this context to existence and other

non-use values. We argue that biodiversity will have a stronger

role in such trade-off analyses if measures of biodiversity better

reflect additional current and future services. These ‘evosystem

services’ have been, and, if we are careful, can continue to be

provided by the evolutionary process. Some services have

been provided through evolution operating in the past, and a

phylogenetic diversity measure can help us to quantify these

current and potential future benefits derived from the tree of life.

Furthermore, a variety of evosystem services are delivered

through ongoing contemporary evolution, and value should

therefore be placed on the maintenance of healthy evosystems.

We argue that the concept of evosystem services could be

useful as a complement to the traditional concept of ecosystem

services. Together, these reflect a fuller range of the services

supported by biodiversity, and thereby provide a sounder basis

for conservation planning and decision-making.
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Introduction
In this paper we argue that an evolutionary perspective is

essential for developing a better understanding of the

links between biodiversity and human well-being. We

outline the services provided by evolutionary processes,

and propose a new term, ‘evosystem services’, to refer to

these many connections to humans. We have chosen this

term intentionally to prompt comparisons and contrasts

with the well-known concept of ‘ecosystem services’

[1,2]. The idea of ecosystem services has already been

useful. Clearly, it helps people to understand the con-

nection between the maintenance of healthy ecosystems

[1] and their key services to humans: provisioning of the

basics of life (food, wood, etc.), regulating the earth

system (climate, water, etc.), and providing cultural

elements (beauty, education, etc.). We believe that the

idea of evosystem services could prove equally useful.

Just as maintaining healthy ecosystems ensures the avail-

ability of clean water and other ecosystem services into

the future, maintaining healthy evosystems will ensure that

other crucial services are available into the future. ‘Evo-

system services’ provides us with a useful handle in

reflecting values that are not very naturally accommo-

dated by the concept of ecosystem services, including the

capacity for future evolutionary change and the continued

discovery of useful products in the vast biodiversity

storehouse that has resulted from evolution in the past.

In this sense, ‘evosystem services’ and ‘ecosystem ser-

vices’ are complementary. Together, the two capture a

wider variety of the values that we associate with eco-

systems and biodiversity.

The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment [2] distinguishes

between ecosystem services and ‘biodiversity’ (all living

variation, from the level of genes, to species, to ecosys-

tems). While biodiversity is not considered a service per

se, it is often seen as essential to the provisioning of

ecosystem services (see also Mace et al. [3], this issue).

While we acknowledge this distinction, we find the

separation of biodiversity from the idea of ‘services’ to
on the links between biodiversity and human well-being, Curr Opin Environ Sustain (2010),
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be troubling, because we believe this might undermine

support for biodiversity conservation. Here, we explore

the idea that the value of biodiversity conservation can be

made even more apparent through consideration of the

evosystem services that it maintains. Proper recognition

of evosystem services can increase the weight given to

biodiversity conservation in decision-making. The

notion of evosystem services not only encompasses ser-

vices that extend beyond currently perceived ecosystem

services, but also helps to highlight the need for the

measurement of overall biodiversity. We develop our

argument by first examining why current conservation

approaches, which incorporate ecosystem services, do

not yet deliver all that we need to link biodiversity to

human well-being.

Perspectives in the international year of
biodiversity
The year 2010 is a benchmark for biodiversity science and

policy. First, 2010 has been designated by the United

Nations as the ‘International Year of Biodiversity’, with a

key goal of increasing awareness of the importance of

biodiversity for human well-being. Second, it marks the

deadline for the 2010 biodiversity target, adopted in 2002

by signatories to the Convention on Biological Diversity

(CBD), for ‘a significant reduction of the current rate of

biodiversity loss’. It is now recognized that the 2010 target

will not be met [4–6], and discussions therefore have

focused on how we might do better ‘beyond 2010’ [5].

New, post-2010, biodiversity targets will be considered in

2010, as part of a new Strategic Plan at the tenth Con-

ference of the Parties (COP) to the CBD.

Discussion of new targets has highlighted the connection

between ecosystem services and biodiversity. The CBD

has suggested goals ‘to avoid loss of biodiversity that

would be irreversible, costly to reverse or have particu-

larly dangerous implications for human well-being’, and

‘to ensure the continued provision of ecosystem services’

[7]. An IUCN report on post-2010 targets [4] similarly

suggested that new targets could focus on human benefits

of biodiversity arising through ecosystem services. The

UNEP/WCMC report on beyond-2010 targets [8] and the

Nordic ‘Biodiversity Beyond 2010’ report (http://www.

dirnat.no/symposium2010) also argued for new targets

focused on healthy ecosystems.

These arguments reflect the view that protecting ecosys-

tem services also helps to protect biodiversity. A Count-

down 2010 report (http://www.countdown2010.net/

article/its-time-for-post-2010-choices) argued that ‘It is

much easier to explain to people how nature provides

essential goods, like clean water, and use that under-

standing as a basis to protect species’. Similar arguments

contrast the utility of ecosystem services, with harder-to-

sell, non-use (ethical, existence, and spiritual) values of

‘biodiversity’ [9].
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Early criticisms of a focus on ecosystem services

expressed concern that, while this might highlight the

importance of specific components of biodiversity (bios-

pecifics), it would not necessarily create support for

protecting biodiversity overall [10]. Such doubts about

simple synergies between ecosystem services and biodi-

versity persist, even as ecosystem services gain increased

attention [11]. A recent review [12] (see also [13]) called

for larger scale examination of the connections between

biodiversity and ecosystem services, moving beyond the

exploration of synergies in the ‘usual localized studies’.

The authors argued that broad-scale trade-offs are appar-

ent: ‘The general increase in provisioning services over

the past century has been achieved at the expense of

decreases in regulating and cultural services, and biodi-

versity’ [12]. Similarly, Egoh et al. [14] concluded that

‘while biodiversity is seen as underpinning and ecosystem

services is seen as a way to justify biodiversity conserva-

tion, it is acknowledged that the match between the two is

not strong.’ Various recent studies [15–19] review similar

findings on such trade-offs.

We believe that this understanding that there may be

trade-offs between protecting ecosystems services and

protecting biodiversity presents us with a key challenge in

developing post-2010 targets. The challenge is to better

measure biodiversity and its corresponding utility or

service values, so that these can be placed squarely ‘on

the table’ when considering trade-offs with ecosystem

services. We suggest that the notion of evosystem services

might help us to address this challenge. There is also a

great opportunity here, because by more effectively bal-

ancing these various needs of society, we may be able to

deliver a reduced rate of biodiversity loss [20,21].

Incorporating biodiversity and ecosystem services in

trade-offs analyses

A framework for exploring balanced conservation plan-

ning associated with ecosystem services and regional

biodiversity is well-established. This broad umbrella of

‘systematic conservation planning’ [22] includes

approaches that evaluate scenarios in order to explore

the trade-offs implied by alternative spatial and temporal

allocations of conservation actions within a region — for

example, allocating some places to ecosystems services

and others to biodiversity preservation. Such planning

also considers ‘synergies’ — opportunities for biodiver-

sity conservation and ecosystem services in the same

place [23].

The earliest case studies, in New South Wales, Australia

[24,25], used multicriteria analysis to balance biodiversity

conservation with the provision of services over the

region. A critical element was a biodiversity model which

provided a surrogate for overall biodiversity (note that

such multicriteria analyses do not require that biodiver-

sity values be expressed in economic terms). The set of
on the links between biodiversity and human well-being, Curr Opin Environ Sustain (2010),
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selected localities was efficient in that places for biodiver-

sity conservation complemented one another and had

minimum overlap with places desirable for forestry pro-

duction services. This efficient balance among sometimes-

conflicting objectives implied that a given regional forestry

production could be achieved with a higher degree of

regional biodiversity conservation (Figure 3 in [24]). Thus,

such balanced spatial planning can result in a reduced rate

of biodiversity loss (e.g. http://australianmuseum.net.au/

image/Figure-2010-regional-tradeoffs). It can also deliver

large biodiversity co-benefits, for example, when selecting

sets of low-cost localities for carbon sequestration [26], or

when targeting payments to landowners for ecosystem

services [27].

The Natural Capital Project and its ‘Integrated Valuation

of Ecosystem Services and Tradeoffs’ tool (InVEST) [28]

provide recent examples of such balanced planning

methods that explore regional trade-offs and synergies

among biodiversity and ecosystem services. On the basis

of InVEST case studies, Tallis et al. [28] (see also [18,29])

echoed earlier regional trade-off studies in concluding

that: ‘Land use/land cover. . . patterns that generate

greater ecosystem service production may not always lead

to greater biodiversity conservation’.

One problem with such planning is that, while recent

studies promote the principle of regional-scale trade-offs,

general conclusions are hard to draw because ‘biodiver-

sity’ has generally been based on only a small number of

species. For example, Anderson et al. [30], in their case

study for Britain, used only a few species to represent

‘biodiversity’. Polasky et al. [31], in their Oregon, USA,

case study, reported land use patterns that ‘sustain high

levels of biodiversity and economic returns’, but their

‘biodiversity’ was just 267 terrestrial vertebrates species.

Nelson et al. [32], in their Oregon, USA, case study, found

little evidence of trade-offs between biodiversity and

ecosystem services — but their regional study relied on

only 24 species as a biodiversity measure. The general

point is that we need to incorporate better surrogates for

overall biodiversity.

A second problem is that biodiversity has been associated

(often implicitly) in recent case studies with intrinsic or

existence values, and not seen as a measure or indicator of

utility or services provided. For example, the Natural

Capital Project characterizes biodiversity as being about

ethics and intrinsic value, not human uses [11,28]. The

IUCN [4] consultation report reinforces this separation,

seeking new strategies to ‘Recognize the intrinsic, exist-

ence and non-use value and importance of biodiversity, as

well as to maintain ecosystem functions and processes’.

Rockström et al. [33] linked biodiversity to the idea of

critical loss thresholds by arguing simply that ‘massive loss

of biodiversity [is] unacceptable for ethical reasons’. Other

studies similarly restrict biodiversity to intrinsic or ethical
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values [9] (see also www.ieem.net/docs/BES_IEEM_

2010_Position_Paper_(web).pdf). Increased appreciation

of trade-offs is certainly welcome, but we believe there

is now a risk that overall biodiversity will not be reflected

properly in trade-offs when it is only linked vaguely to

intrinsic values.

These concerns invite fresh perspectives on how to

ensure that biodiversity is measured, and weighted, ade-

quately in assessing trade-offs. Below we argue that

biodiversity can gain adequate status in such assessments

only when it is better recognized as a provider of concrete

benefits to humans, above and beyond its already-recog-

nized contributions to ecosystem services or its intrinsic

values. We believe that it will be helpful to recognize

these benefits as ‘evosystem services.’

Back to the future: evolutionary outcomes as
a storehouse and a factory for services
Biodiversity and utility

We have highlighted the contrast between conventional

perceptions of utility associated with ecosystem services

and non-use values typically associated with biodiversity.

This contrast may account for the limited measures of

‘biodiversity’ in recent trade-off analyses. What would

more effective biodiversity measures look like, and what

values would they capture? Certainly, the choice of values

will affect our measures. If biodiversity is just a ‘feel good’

issue, then representing a few selected elements of bio-

diversity in our studies may be all we need.

In contrast, we argue that biodiversity measures should

include uses or services that might otherwise be ignored

in considering trade-offs with ecosystem services.

Because the pursuit of some ecosystem services can

sometimes entail the loss of biodiversity, it is important

to make sure that other uses arising from biodiversity also

are measured. We think those other uses are extensive —

they include not only known uses from known species,

but also yet-to-be discovered uses from known and still-

unknown elements of biodiversity (e.g. see [34]). These

unknown uses are linked to so-called ‘option values’ (for

review, see [35�]). The Millennium Ecosystem Assess-

ment [2], in referring to biodiversity loss, argued that

‘global loss is more a concern about long-term option

values, and hence defines a critical knowledge gap that

goes beyond current perceived services.’ Option values

refer to the idea that maintaining variety maintains our

options to benefit from future uses of biodiversity. While

the consideration of the values of biodiversity has histori-

cally included option values [35�], these values some-

times are neglected in applications. The Millennium

Ecosystem Assessment [2] concluded that ‘a general

lesson is that poor measurement of biodiversity reduces

the capacity to discover and implement good trade-offs

and synergies between biodiversity and ecosystem servi-

ces. . ..Sometimes responses to this information problem
on the links between biodiversity and human well-being, Curr Opin Environ Sustain (2010),
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may . . .. neglect the difficult problem of finding surro-

gates for global option values’. Further, in recent studies,

such considerations have been given little weight relative

to ecosystem services [36,37], or have been dismissed as

impractical: ‘to maintain biodiversity so as not to foreclose

the options open to future generations . . .would entail a

goal of no overall loss of biodiversity. . . we suggest this is

unlikely to be achievable’ (Mace et al., this issue [3]).

To better understand and quantify the option values of

biodiversity, we consider the evolutionary processes pro-

ducing living variation [38]. We broadly define ‘evosys-

tem services’ as all of the uses or services to humans that

are produced from the evolutionary process. We capture

this idea by referring to the evolutionary ‘system’ —

hence, ‘evosystem.’ While our use of the term ‘system’

in this context may at first seem odd, there is nothing

illogical about connecting ‘system’ with ‘evolution’, and

we note that ‘evolutionary system’ and similar phrases

have a long history of usage (e.g. Maynard Smith [39] on

the ‘dynamics of the evolutionary system’).

Evolutionary history as an indicator of evosystem

services

Because evosystem services include known and unknown

services, we need measures that act as surrogates or

indicators of the many uses derived from overall biodi-

versity that cannot be measured directly. We can perhaps

best communicate the idea of evosystem services by

presenting one example of an evosystem services surro-

gates measure, and its quantification of uses or services. A

variety of such surrogates might be devised, but we

illustrate the possible applications by reference to one

such surrogate. The phylogenetic diversity (PD) measure

[40] provides a measure of current and future uses derived

from evolutionary processes, as summarized in a phylo-

genetic tree. The PD of a set of taxa is equal to the length

of the path spanning this set on the phylogeny. If we

connect those taxa on the tree, PD measures how much of

the tree has been traversed.

The use of PD in biodiversity conservation is based on

the assumption that the more evolutionary history that is

represented, the greater the variety of features or charac-

teristics of organisms that is represented [40]. That is,

high PD should also represent high feature diversity.

Setting conservation priorities to maintain feature diver-

sity directly incorporates option value — that is, by max-

imizing the retention of feature diversity we also

maximize the retention of possible future uses. Here,

phylogenetic pattern provides the surrogate information

on potential uses — the greater the evolutionary history

represented by a set of taxa, the more current and future

evosystem services can be provided.

An example illustrates how PD measures evosystem

services. Forest et al. [41�] conducted an experiment to
Please cite this article in press as: Faith DP, et al. Evosystem services: an evolutionary perspective
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evaluate PD as a predictor of useful feature diversity.

They listed all the known human uses of flowering plants

in South Africa’s Cape Floristic Region, and asked ‘if we

did not know these uses, would maintaining the PD of

this group have been a good strategy for keeping options

open to find these uses?’

A given genus was labeled as ‘useful’ if it had at least one

species found in the Cape and recorded in a database of

useful plants. Forest et al. scored usefulness under three

different categories: medicinal, food, and all other uses.

One immediate finding was that knowledge of which

plants were useful in one category was not a good pre-

dictor of which plants were useful under another category.

Thus, protecting species with known uses would not be

an adequate way to protect species with yet-to-be dis-

covered uses.

The most revealing part of their study asked: ‘how should

we have designed a conservation strategy to preserve

useful plants if none of these uses were known?’ Forest

et al. [41�] found that directly maximizing the number of

protected taxa would be one effective way to save lots of

uses. However, they determined that a more effective

way would be to select taxa for protection so as to

maximize preserved PD. For example, the genera chosen

to maximize PD contained a higher number of useful

genera (over all use classes) than did the same number of

genera selected at random. The authors concluded that

the best way to retain the storehouse of future uses in

plants in the Cape region would be to maintain as much

evolutionary history as possible.

The Forest et al. study illustrates how evolution has

provided us with a vast number of known benefits, and

also how biodiversity as measured by evolutionary history

can indicate benefits that we do not currently recog-

nize — unanticipated future uses. We can think of the

existing plant taxa, by virtue of their evolutionary

histories, as providing services corresponding to known

foods, medicines, and so on, but it also provides us with a

storehouse of currently unrecognized benefits, and the

PD measure helps us to quantify these evosystem option

values.

The gift that keeps on giving: evolutionary process as a

factory for human uses

In preparing this paper, our discussions revealed that our

Japanese colleagues’ perspectives on benefits from nature

did not translate naturally into the term ‘services’, but

rather into the term ‘gifts.’ We found this alternative a

very satisfying way to think about evosystem services.

Evolutionary history, as a storehouse of yet-to-be discov-

ered uses, provides the ‘gift that keeps on giving,’ in the

sense that we are apt to discover hidden treasures for years

to come. But this idea of the gift that keeps on giving

applies even more directly to the ongoing evolutionary
on the links between biodiversity and human well-being, Curr Opin Environ Sustain (2010),
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Figure 1

Changes in PD contributions of localities. A schematic drawing of the

phylogenetic trees derived by Baker et al. [52] based on gene sequence

data for the mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase I gene (COI). The taxa

samples are labeled with the names of their river localities. The labels

indicate the common phylogeographic pattern of variants within three

taxonomic groups — the spiny crayfish (Euastacus), plus Atalophlebia

(leptophlebiid mayflies), and Paratya (atyid shrimp). Human impacts on

the Nepean River locality suggest loss of PD as shown by the gray

branch length. The impacts also suggest that the unique PD contribution

of the Georges River locality will now be greater, as shown by the red

branch length.
process itself. Evolution continually produces new and

often improved ‘solutions’ as environmental circumstances

change, and it thus has the capacity to provide new services

and benefits (including new ecosystem services) to humans

in perpetuity.

One illustration comes from recent work on ‘rapid’ or

‘contemporary’ evolution; that is, ongoing evolution on

relatively short time frames such as years or decades

[42,43]. Over the past few decades, native seed-feeding

soapberry bugs in Australia have evolved longer mouth-

parts, permitting the species to effectively attack the large

fruits of the balloon vine — a serious invasive weed. This

shift to a new food source and the resulting rapid evol-

ution of feeding traits has effectively provided a new

mechanism of biocontrol [44]. Similar possibilities have

been suggested for a suite of other native species respond-

ing to invaders [45]. Other services likely rendered by

contemporary evolution include the persistence of

species in the face of environmental change (‘evolution-

ary rescue’ [46,47]) and evolutionary improvements in

production traits following changes in harvesting strat-

egies [48].

We have just highlighted beneficial outcomes of contem-

porary evolution, but there are clearly also cases in which

rapid evolution presents challenges for humans. Consider,

for example, the rapid evolution of resistance to anti-

biotics, or evolutionary changes that promote the more

rapid spread of invasive species. These cases emphasize

an important point — specific outcomes of evolution may

well be judged as disservices, at least under current

circumstances. Indeed, the issue of the nature of the

correspondence between evolutionary outcomes and evo-

system services becomes an open subject for research.

We have argued that evosystem services are delivered

both from the storehouse of existing diversity, and via the

evolutionary factory that is continually, and sometimes

very rapidly, producing new solutions. These two aspects

suggest a variety of strategies for conserving evosystem

services. We may, for example, focus on the conservation

of hotspots — places that uniquely represent evolution-

ary history [49]. We may also try to preserve places that

may be engine rooms for future diversification, such as

historically stable locations in the Atlantic Forests of

Brazil [50]. Also, we may preserve genetic variation within

species so as to maximize their future evolutionary poten-

tial (see Yahara et al., this issue [51]).

Integrating evosystem services into trade-offs
and decision-making
To be useful for decision-makers, surrogates for evosys-

tem services must provide indications of gains and losses.

‘Complementarity’ in biodiversity conservation reflects

the gain (or loss) in biodiversity when an area is protected

or degraded. Such values are regionally context depend-
Please cite this article in press as: Faith DP, et al. Evosystem services: an evolutionary perspective
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ent — that is, they depend on the biodiversity retained in

other places. A simple example of PD based complemen-

tarity values is illustrated in Figure 1. The PD calcu-

lations, based on the study of Baker et al. in eastern

Australia [52], used a phylogenetic tree where the tips

of the tree are labeled with their geographic distributions.

In this case, the human impacts on the Nepean River

locality and the resulting PD calculations indicated

greater conservation priority for the Georges River

locality.

The fact that the shift in PD-complementarity value for

the Georges River locality was congruent over all of the

observed taxa gives some confidence that this pattern may

be valid for other taxa as well. This highlights a major

challenge — the evosystem services contributed by

localities will be most useful when the associated models

allow statements that are relevant to many lineages in the

region. In this context, it is interesting that the Baker et al.
study used phylogenetic estimates from DNA sequence

data. Their study illustrates how next generation sequen-

cing technologies potentially can provide phylogenetic

information rapidly and cheaply [51], over multiple taxo-

nomic groups, even before formal names are assigned to

any new species in the system. Example PD calculations

[53] illustrate how such extensive new DNA sequence

data may provide biodiversity surrogates, and help

achieve the effective regional trade-offs that deliver a

reduced rate of biodiversity loss [20,21]. Prospects for PD

analyses of such data in relation to evosystem services are

discussed further in Yahara et al., this issue [51].

Planetary boundaries, tipping points and biodiversity

Even before trade-offs among ecosystem services and

biodiversity are considered, we may be able to identify

critical thresholds — for example, a quantitative value for
on the links between biodiversity and human well-being, Curr Opin Environ Sustain (2010),
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a measure of biodiversity that we do not want to fall

below. This idea is the basis for what Rockström et al. [33]

call ‘a novel concept, planetary boundaries, for estimating

a safe operating space for humanity with respect to the

functioning of the Earth System’. They defined bound-

aries as ‘. . . human-determined values of the control

variable set at a ‘safe’ distance from a dangerous level

(for processes without known thresholds at the continen-

tal to global scales) or from its global threshold. Deter-

mining a safe distance involves normative judgments of

how societies choose to deal with risk and uncertainty’.

This approach has gained consideration in some post-

2010 strategies. For example, the International Expert

Workshop on the 2010 Biodiversity Indicators and Post-

2010 Indicator Development [8] concluded that: ‘Eco-

system tipping points and their possible consequences for

human well-being should be considered and provide

justification for targets and effective policy responses,

on the basis of the precautionary principle’.

Rockström et al. [33] suggested a tipping point for the

number of species extinctions, based simply on the argu-

ment that ‘massive loss of biodiversity [is] unacceptable

for ethical reasons’. How might consideration of evosys-

tem services provide more defensible, objective, inputs to

this kind of approach? First, evosystem service consider-

ations suggest that tipping points based only on species

numbers may be questionable. From an evosystem ser-

vices perspective, losing a given number of species

belonging to the same branch of the tree of life is not

the same as losing the same number of species belonging

to different branches.

A simple example (Figure 2) illustrates the disconnect

between the number of species lost, and the proportion of

evolutionary history lost. Yesson and Culham [54] used a

phylogenetic tree for a plant group, Cyclamen, to examine

PD losses under scenarios of climate change. They found
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Figure 2

Loss of PD under climate change impacts. (a) Schematic drawing of the phy

Red branch tips indicate species impacted by climate change and the six bla

black branches indicates amount of persisting PD, while the total length of

phylogenetically well-dispersed, implying that a large amount of PD persists

where the same number of persisting species are now phylogenetically clump

much greater.
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high phylogenetic dispersion of those Cyclamen taxa with

the lowest probability of extinction arising from potential

climate change impacts. This pattern implied that the

potential loss of PD and evolutionary potential through

climate change was smaller than might be expected based

only on species-counting. As Figure 2a shows, the six

persisting, phylogenetically well-dispersed, Cyclamen
species retain a large amount of PD. But now imagine

that the exact same number of species persist, but are

clumped in one part of the tree. Figure 2b depicts these

hypothetical situations and illustrates that the loss of PD,

for the same level of species loss, is much greater. This

disconnect between species numbers and evosystem

services suggests that tipping points based on species

counts may have little utility.

There is also a positive message — perhaps the most

natural manifestation of a tipping point can be found

for these same phylogenetic trees and evosystem services.

Tipping points may take into account longstanding press-

ures, with delayed impacts on biodiversity. Figure 3

provides a hypothetical illustration of what this means

for the loss of evolutionary history (PD), as extinctions

continue within a taxonomic group. The plot shows that

successive species extinctions each may imply only a

moderate loss of PD, until, abruptly, the last species goes

extinct — and the long branch, representing a large

amount of PD, is lost. A nominated ‘boundary’ could

reflect the degree of acceptable risk to evosystem services

relative to this tipping point. An approach called ‘phylo-

genetic risk analysis’ [55�] provides exactly this kind of

risk assessment. For instance, one can study ‘worst-case

losses’ that arise when one or more entire branches of the

phylogenetic tree are lost. Phylogenetic risk analysis can

guide decisions that try to reduce risk of these tipping

point outcomes.

Currently, some authors are exploring boundaries and

tipping points for one group, corals that are particularly
on the links between biodiversity and human well-being, Curr Opin Environ Sustain (2010),

logenetic tree for cyclamens from the study of Yesson and Culham [54].

ck branch tips are the relatively un-impacted species. The total length of

red branches is lost PD. In this scenario, the six persisting species are

. (b) Schematic phylogenetic tree of a hypothetical contrasting result,

ed. This implies that the loss of PD, for the same level of species loss, is

www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 3

Phylogenetic diversity and tipping points. The plot shows the PD loss

(vertical axis) as species are lost (horizontal axis) for a hypothetical

phylogenetic tree (shown in inset), with three species at upper right side

of tree, at the end of a long branch. Moving from left to right in the PD

loss plot, loss of one species, and then loss of a second species imply

small PD losses, but loss of the third species is a tipping point — the

deeper ancestral branch and corresponding PD is now lost.
threatened by climate and land use changes. Carpenter

et al. [56�] calculated that ‘32.8% of zooxanthellate corals

fall into threatened categories, compared to approximately

25% of mammals and 14% of birds. . .If Near Threatened

species are added, the proportion of corals (57.8%) exceeds

that of all terrestrial animal groups assessed to date.’. These

impacts on corals may be even greater at the phylogenetic

level. While vulnerabilities to environmental changes are

well dispersed on the phylogenetic tree (lots of diversity

would persist), there are many examples where entire

clades fall into IUCN threatened (or near-threatened)

classes. On the basis of a large phylogenetic tree for corals

[57], we can identify several cases resembling our simple

example in Figure 3. For example, all listed species within

Catalaphyllia, Physogyra, and Euphyllia are assigned to one

of the threatened or near-threatened categories [56�]. The

phylogenetic tree shows that these are the only descen-

dents of a long branch. Thus, we have a situation in corals

where conservation decisions can focus on the potential

worst-case loss of this deeper branch (and the correspond-

ing loss of evosystem services). Our conjecture is that

similar risks associated with phylogenetic tipping points

will be found in many lineages.

Conclusions
A core aspect of sustainability is the achievement of a

good balance among the different needs of society [23].

We have argued that appreciation and quantification of

evosystem (as opposed to just ecosystem) services can

help ensure that biodiversity is properly taken into

account in trade-offs and decision-making.

We have not really addressed the important question of

the relationship between ecosystem services and evosys-

tem services. In so far as all organisms and their features
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and interactions are products of evolution, it might be

argued that ecosystem services are a subset of evosystem

services. Another perspective is that the idea of evosys-

tem services helps us to appreciate that ecosystem ser-

vices have themselves changed over evolutionary time, as

the components of these systems have themselves

evolved and diversified. Our focus above has been on

the use of the phrase ‘evosystem services’ as a tool to help

us better account for all (or at least more) of the values

associated with biodiversity. In this respect we view

ecosystem services and evosystem services as comp-

lementary. We think that the notion of evosystem ser-

vices can help us to better appreciate and measure the

services provided by the tree of life and by healthy

contemporary evolutionary systems. But, regardless of

the exact terminology we adopt, our main argument is

that we need fresh perspectives on biodiversity that help

us to better represent the full range of uses and services in

decision-making for sustainability. We believe that the

phrase ‘evosystem services’ could prove useful in this

context.

We close with a return to the discussion of prospects for a

new CBD Strategic Plan [8]: ‘The overarching goals of

the Plan should be to promote the health of ecosystems in

the interest of human well-being, to reduce the risks to

human well-being from biodiversity loss, and to ensure

options for future generations are maintained’ (see also

[58]). In this spirit, we have argued that human well-being

is adequately safeguarded only when we appreciate the

way in which it depends both on traditional ecosystem

services and on the evosystem services that we have

highlighted here. This perspective simply amplifies the

last segment of the quote — the ‘options for future

generations’ that evolution has provided, and will con-

tinue to provide, are critical in fully appreciating nature’s

gifts to human well-being.
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